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Abstract

We study the transfer of expatriates within a multinational corporation (MNC) as a

means for organizing tacit knowledge. We use data on labor mobility of MNCs headquar-

tered in South Korea. Because of the tacit nature of knowledge and the unique Korean

characteristics, unobservable knowledge can be traced by observable labor mobility. We

use a model of knowledge hierarchies adapted to MNCs to generate testable hypotheses.

First, the use of expatriates in a foreign a�liate increases as communication between South

Korea and the host country becomes more di�cult. Second, the use of expatriates declines

with the scale of the foreign a�liate. Additionally, the extent to which the use of expatri-

ates relates with communication costs and scale depends on the sectoral complexity. These

�ndings are interpreted in light of optimal knowledge allocation between headquarters and

foreign a�liates.
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1 Introduction

We study the use of expatriates as a means of knowledge transmission within multinational

corporations (MNCs). A signi�cant proportion of an organization's knowledge is tacit, and em-

bedded in its individual members (Argote and Ingram (2000)). For this reason, communicating

tacit knowledge has to involve human interaction, which can be costly (Arrow (1969); Keller

and Yeaple (2013)). Hence, moving individuals within an organization is an e�ective way of

transferring tacit knowledge because it enables a more frequent contact with the knowledge

source (Kang et al. (2010)). In the context of a MNC, expatriate workers who work in the

foreign a�liates can be viewed as a channel for reallocation of tacit knowledge. The importance

of labor mobility as a channel for knowledge transfer has long been recognized in the Manage-

ment literature (Gong (2003); Belderbos and Heijltjes (2005); Brock et al. (2008); Chang et al.

(2012)) and relatively more recently in economics literature on MNCs (Fosfuri et al. (2001);

Glass and Saggi (2002); Balsvik (2011); Poole (2013)).

To guide the conceptual framework leading to our empirical analysis of the presence of

expatriates as a means for knowledge transfer, we investigate Gumpert's (2015) model of MNCs'

optimal allocation of knowledge between a parent and a foreign a�liate, which extends the

knowledge hierarchy models to MNCs. Knowledge hierarchy models (Garicano (2000); Garicano

and Rossi-Hansberg (2006); Caliendo and Rossi-Hansberg (2012)) characterize production as a

problem solving process requiring labor and knowledge as inputs, where knowledge is required to

solve the problems workers encounter during production. Since there is a trade-o� between the

cost of learning knowledge and the cost of communicating with those who hold the knowledge,

a �rm distributes knowledge among organizational layers such that workers in the lower layer

specialize in the most frequent problems, and those in higher layers specialize in solving less

frequent issues

Gumpert (2015) uses this knowledge hierarchy model to study the allocation of knowledge

in MNCs with two organizational layers. We are interested in the case where a �rm has two

production plants: one in the home country and the other one in a foreign country. Workers

(lower layer) are located in each production plant and managers (upper layer) are located in

headquarters based in the home country. A �rm's total knowledge level is exogenously given, and

�rms choose the proportion of total knowledge that each group of employees (i.e. headquarters

managers, home workers, and foreign workers) must hold. If a production plant lacks the

knowledge required to solve a problem, it must communicate with headquarters to be able to

solve it, incurring a communication cost that di�ers by country of operation. It can be argued

that communication costs are higher for the foreign production plant due to issues like the change

in time zones, language and cultural di�erences, etc. Therefore, a MNC with a production plant
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in a foreign country must take into account an additional communication cost between the

foreign production plant and headquarters. This allows for production plants to have di�erent

levels of knowledge by country of operation, and generates a duplication of knowledge in the

foreign production plant with respect to headquarters. That is, due to communication costs, the

foreign production plant can have knowledge that the home production plant does not have.

In case problems requiring that level of knowledge arise, the home production plant would

acquire this knowledge by communicating with headquarters, whereas the foreign production

plant would be able to solve such problems without having to communicate with headquarters.

In the model, this additional knowledge that the foreign plant has is equivalent to a knowl-

edge overlap between the foreign production plant and headquarters. We propose the following

interpretation for this overlap: �rms can either have the foreign workers learn that speci�c

knowledge overlap or they can managers from headquarters who already have that knowledge

to the foreign production plant. We assume that, because of the tacit nature of knowledge,

it is cheaper for MNCs to send expatriates than to train the foreign workers. Hence, we take

this knowledge overlap between the foreign plant and headquarters to represent the presence of

expatriates. If this knowledge overlap increases, more expatriates are expected to be present in

the foreign plant. In order to test whether or not this is a valid approach, we generate testable

hypotheses using Gumpert's (2015) model as follows.

First, the use of expatriates increases with the communication costs between the home and

foreign country. We measure these communication costs using the geographic distance, working

hours overlap, and calling costs. The intuition is as follows: as communication between the

foreign production plant and headquarters becomes more costly, headquarters would endow

more knowledge with the foreign plant in order to save on communication costs (i.e. the

knowledge overlap increases). This means that headquarters would send expatriates with upper

level knowledge to handle problems in the foreign a�liate.1

Second, the use of expatriates decreases with the foreign a�liate scale. If a larger quantity

is to be produced in the foreign a�liate, more foreign workers need to be hired, who will

need to communicate with headquarters more often. These additional workers also need to

learn the knowledge required to do their job. That is, aside from wages, the �rm must also

incur learning costs and communication costs. However, the �rm can reduce these costs by

1Our interpretation of expatriates as a means of overcoming communication di�culties is consistent with
Antras et al. (2008) and Keller and Yeaple (2013). Antras et al. (2008) argues that the middle managers can be
used as a mediator in a situation where communication between home and host country is di�cult. While the
middle managers are local talents in the host country in their paper, it can be understood as the expatriates who
mediate communication between home and host country. Keller and Yeaple (2013) document that disembodied
knowledge transfer (i.e. communicating knowledge) will be utilized more when trade costs are high. Disembodied
knowledge transfer can be interpreted as the transfer of expatriates who hold tacit knowledge, so they are utilized
more for the foreign a�liate that is located far-away from home that is more costly in terms of communication
and transportation.
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adjusting the allocation of knowledge in each layer, including the home production plant. At

the optimum, Gumpert (2015) shows that the knowledge level of home plant increases while

that of foreign plant decreases (i.e. the knowledge overlap decreases). Home workers require

less communication with headquarters while foreign workers need more communication with

headquarters. This means that the managers at headquarters are able to and have to answer

questions from the foreign plant more, and therefore the need for expatriates decreases.

We want to allow for the possibility that the relationship between the use of expatriates

and the knowledge overlap in the foreign a�liate di�ers by the characteristics of the sector.

In particular, the extent to which knowledge can be reallocated between headquarters and its

a�liates depends on sectoral complexity. It can be argued that certain knowledge is held by

only a few top managers at the headquarters especially for complex operations. Moreover, the

proportion of such knowledge increases with sectoral complexity. That is, help is still needed

from the headquarters in both home and foreign plants especially in more complex sectors.2

This means that the increase in the knowledge overlap generated by higher communication costs

is smaller in more complex activities. Therefore, while the higher communication costs increase

the use of expatriates, the e�ect becomes weaker in more complex sectors. Similarly, the decrease

in the knowledge overlap generated by an expansion in the foreign a�liate becomes weaker in

complex sectors because of the continued need for help from the headquarters. Therefore, while

the foreign a�liate scale decreases the use of expatriates, the e�ect becomes weaker in more

complex sectors. In sum, the predictions derived from Gumpert's (2015) model become weaker

as sectoral complexity increases.

For our empirical analysis, we rely on the unpublished panel data on foreign a�liates of

MNCs headquartered in South Korea between 2007-2011. Our unit of analysis is at the foreign

a�liate level. One key advantage of this dataset is the detailed information on employment. It

distinguishes between the two types of workers of our interest: expatriated South Koreans and

foreign workers. Our variable of interest is the ratio of expatriates with respect to the total

number of workers (i.e. the sum of expatriates and foreign workers) in the foreign a�liate.

There is an additional important bene�t from using South Korea. Korea is ethnically fairly

homogeneous, and di�ers from other countries culturally and linguistically in a very signi�cant

way (Alesina and Wacziarg (2003); Fearon (2003); Hofstede et al. (1997); Isphording and Otten

2Keller and Yeaple (2013) show that inputs in complex sectors are more likely to be produced at the head-
quarters and exported to the foreign a�liates because the proportion of upper level knowledge is larger and the
knowledge is hard to be communicated in those sectors. In the empirics, we proxy complex activities by R&D
intensity and Nonroutineness. These activities are usually referred to as knowledge intensive in the literature.
We use the term �more complex� instead of �knowledge intensive� activities in order to avoid the possible con-
fusion between knowledge intensity and knowledge as an input of the production function, as it is used in the
knowledge hierarchy literature. For example, IT sector is more complex (knowledge intensive) than Apparel.
However, in both sectors, problems that require knowledge (input) to be solved can arise in the production
process.
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(2013)).3 These unique features of South Korea generate high communication costs across

borders. Moreover, since knowledge includes corporate culture and other entrepreneurial values,

which can be subject to Korean idiosincrasy, it would be very costly for foreign workers to be

properly trained. For this reason, we can argue that foreign workers have a substantially higher

cost of learning knowledge in the case of Korean MNCs and that it is relatively cost-saving to

expatriate headquarter managers.

Our empirical results support our hypotheses. First, the use of expatriates is higher when

the foreign a�liate is located in a country where communication costs with South Korea are

higher. This �nding is robust to the inclusion of trust (that Bloom et al. (2012) suggests),

trade costs (that Keller and Yeaple (2013) suggests), and sample selection. Second, the use of

expatriates declines with the a�liate scale. Additionally, the extent to which expatriates relate

with communication costs and the a�liate scale di�ers across sectors in accordance with our

expectations.

Our paper is related to Caliendo et al. (2015), as their empirical analysis is also based on the

knowledge hierarchy model of Caliendo and Rossi-Hansberg (2012). While we focus on MNCs,

Caliendo et al. (2015) study French �rms, taking the average wages of workers as the proxy for

knowledge in each hierarchy. Firms change average wages in a certain hierarchy by changing

the composition of workers (instead of changing the wages of current employees). Speci�cally,

average wages increase (decrease) when �rms hire more (less) experienced workers, particularly

at the higher layers, because experience (as opposed to training) provides the knowledge re-

quired to solve more infrequent problems. While they interpret the extensive margin of hiring

more (less) experienced workers as an increase (decrease) in knowledge, we interpret the use of

expatriates within MNCs as an increase (decrease) in knowledge. As aforementioned, Korean

idiosyncratic values are more likely to be acquired through experience as opposed to formal

training, so hiring expatriates is equivalent to hiring more experienced workers in our case.

This paper contributes to the literature in several ways. First, this paper contributes the

MNC literature considering communication between headquarters and its foreign a�liates. This

literature has documented that knowledge transfer is subject to communication costs and that

MNCs react in di�erent ways to overcome these costs by adjusting the ways to transfer knowl-

edge, investment probabilities, location, and operation. When production requires inputs that

are complex, MNCs can overcome communication costs by choosing to produce these complex

inputs in the home country. Keller and Yeaple (2013) �nd that complex inputs are more likely

to be produced by parent �rms and shipped to foreign a�liates to avoid the ine�ciencies result-

ing from communicating knowledge. Complex knowledge is assumed to be fully embodied in

3For example, both Fearon (2003) and Alesina and Wacziarg (2003) rank Korea among the lowest in terms
of ethnic, cultural, and linguistic diversity. Isphording and Otten (2013) speci�cally mention that Korean is a
very isolated language.
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intermediate inputs and costly communication could be avoided. Bahar (2013) further assumes

that the knowledge transfer costs increases not only with the level of complexity (that Keller

and Yeaple (2013) investigate), but also with the distance between headquarters and a�liates.

He argues that MNCs expand complex activities at shorter geographic locations due to this

additional cost. Oldenski (2012) also provides evidence that activities requiring communication

of complex knowledge are more likely to occur at headquarters for export. An alternative to

home production of inputs to overcome costly communication is to hire local talents in the

host country (Antras et al. (2006); Cristea (2015)). A well trained local talent could substi-

tute for knowledge inputs to mitigate the e�ciency loss due to costly knowledge transfer. This

approach is valid whenever the knowledge required to produce these inputs can be acquired

through formal training. However, inputs could require knowledge that can only be acquired

through experience. We propose an alternative way of overcoming communication costs for the

latter case through the use of expatriates, and investigate the role of expatriation in the transfer

of knowledge. In particular, we argue that, because of tacit nature of knowledge and the unique

Korean characteristics, this knowledge is more likely to be acquired by experience and, hence,

transferring expatriates is a more plausible means than embodied goods or local talents.

Second, our paper contributes to the notion that the access to intangible assets improves

with vertical integration. In Rappoport et al. (2015) and Atalay et al. (2014), the transactions

within MNCs or multi-plant �rms that share the same ownership become less visible, and the

bene�t of ownership is not for physical transactions but for e�cient intra-�rm utilization of

knowledge. We propose that it is through labor mobility that MNCs (or multi-plant �rms)

utilize the advantages of internalization, which does not necessarily involve transactions of

physical products.

Third, our results are related with the nascent empirical studies exploring the internal or-

ganization of �rms. It has been documented that �rms have `�attened' as �rms expand, i.e.

the number of lower level workers per an upper level worker increases as �rms grow. If one can

argue that expatriated managers are in a higher hierarchy over foreign workers, the negative

correlation between the use of expatriates and the scale that we found is consistent with this

literature. That is, the number of foreign workers per an expatriated manager increases in a

�rm's expansion. Rajan and Wulf (2006) use a sample of 300 large U.S. �rms for the period

1986 to 1998 to analyze how hierarchies of top-level managers have changed over time. The

study shows that the CEO's span of control has increased while the number of layers between

division heads and CEOs has gone down during the sample period. Garicano and Hubbard

(2007) study the role of hierarchies as a means of organizing production in law �rms. They

look at the relationship between the ratio of associate lawyers to a partner lawyer and market

size. They argue that uncertainty declines as the size of the market increases and �nd that the
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partner lawyer's span of control increases with the market size. Guadalupe and Wulf (2010)

pays attention to causality and presents evidence that increasing competition as a result of 1989

Canada-US FTA leads to �atter hierarchies of U.S. �rms.4 In this paper, we document that the

MNCs have the tendency of `�attening', i.e. the expatriated managers deal with more foreign

managers as the �rm becomes larger.

Fourth, this paper is more broadly related with the technology di�usion literature. Foreign

direct investment (FDI) has been considered an important channel of international knowledge

di�usion, both through vertical (e.g. Smarzynska Javorcik (2004)) and horizontal (e.g. Keller

and Yeaple (2009)) linkages. While we have convincing evidence that MNCs are involved in

international knowledge di�usion, the literature is relatively silent about the mechanism by

which MNCs transfer knowledge across borders. We do not directly deal with knowledge di�u-

sion. However, knowledge spillovers may happen as knowledge is mobilized through expatriation

across borders within a MNC. As an example, Cho (2014) studies this phenomenon based on

the same dataset as ours, and documents that the expatriated Korean managers are positively

associated with labor productivity of the foreign a�liate. Cho (2014) argues that this corre-

lation is evidence that the expatriated managers transfer knowledge, not that they are simply

more e�cient than foreign workers.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we investigate Gumpert's (2015)

model and generate testable hypotheses. In Section 3, we describe the data and discuss our

estimation results. Sections 4 concludes.

2 Investigating Gumpert (2015)

Our goal in this section is to introduce a theoretical framework that uses knowledge as an

input to generate testable predictions. Gumpert (2015) develops a model of a MNC that uses

knowledge and labor as the main production factors. Her model has two types of workers:

production workers and managers. One of the cases she develops is that of a MNC with

two production plants: one in the home country of the MNC and one in a foreign country.

There are knowledge transfers between the home and the foreign country, which are subject to

non-negligible communication costs. Since we are interested in exploring the role of expatriate

workers as a means for tacit knowledge transfers, we change the interpretations of some variables

in her model and make some additional assumptions. All these changes will be explicitly

described.

A �rm that produces a certain good has production plants in two countries: home (H) and

foreign (F ). An entrepreneur owns the �rm and provides leadership services at headquarters,

4See also Marin and Verdier (2014) that looks at the internal organization from a di�erent framework, i.e.
the incentive problem perspective. They look at the internal organization of the headquarters of a MNC.
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which is located in the home country H.

The �rm is characterized by a knowledge level z̄ > 0, which is the knowledge required to

solve all problems arising in the production process. The arrival rate of problems is λ > 0.

The total �rm knowledge z̄ is the Lebesgue measure on the interval [0, z̄], and may be allocated

among all of the �rms' workers. In both countries, problems that require knowledge level z to

be solved follow a known distribution G(z) as follows:

G(z) = 1− e−λz (1)

Workers learn the �rm's knowledge by hiring teachers, facing a cost of learning this knowl-

edge. For simplicity, we will assume that the cost of learning knowledge is similar in both

countries, that is cH = cF = c > 0. The entrepreneur pays workers for production, and also

covers their cost of learning the �rm's knowledge. The �rm hires workers and teachers in a

competitive market, where wages di�er across countries. We assume that wages are lower in

the foreign country (wF < wH). The entrepreneur pays a total of wjczj + wj per worker in

production plant j. The �rst term comes from covering the worker's learning cost, and the

second term is just the worker's wage.

We consider two types of workers in this �rm: production workers allocated to the home and

foreign production plants, and managers allocated to headquarters. The organization of knowl-

edge is as follows. Production workers specialize in the more common problems and managers

specialize in the less frequent problems. In particular, production workers have knowledge [0, zj ]

and managers have knowledge [zh, z̄]. It must be the case that either managers or production

workers learn the �rm's knowledge, namely that, in each plant j, the following inequality holds.

zj + zh ≥ z̄ (2)

The problems that managers cannot solve remain unsolved. As we will explain later, there is

a trade-o� between learning costs and communication costs driving the allocation of knowledge.

Production qj in each plant j = H,F , depends on the number of workers nj and �rm

knowledge as follows:

qj = njG(z̄) = nj(1− e−λz̄) (3)

Production is equal to the number of production workers times the probability that the

problems encountered during production can be solved using the �rm's knowledge z̄. Problems

that production workers cannot solve (those in the interval [zj , z̄]) will be passed on to managers

in headquarters.

When production workers encounter problems that they cannot solve, they must commu-
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nicate these problems to managers in headquarters incurring a communication cost θjH > 0,

which di�ers for each plant j = H,F . As is usual in this type of models, the communication cost

is borne by the managers in headquarters (the receivers). We assume that there are frictions in

cross border communication (i.e. the use of a di�erent language, culture, time zone di�erences,

etc.), so θHH < θFH . To solve all unsolved problems in both production plants, the �rm must

hire enough managers at headquarters, as shown in Eq. 4.

nh = nHθHHe
−λzH + nF θFHe

−λzF (4)

Each term on the right hand side of Eq. 4 denotes the mass of problems that nj production

workers in country j could not solve given their knowledge zj , multiplied by their cost of

communicating with headquarters θjH . In other words, the term njθjHe
−λzj denotes production

plant j's demand for managers' time. There must be enough managers in headquarters to

address these issues in both plants so production can be realized according to Eq. 3.

The �rm's total cost function is:

∑
j=H,F

njwj(1 + czj) + nhwH(1 + czh) + wH (5)

where the �rst term is the sum of the total costs incurred in hiring production workers in each

production plant, the second term is the cost of managers in headquarters, and the third term

is the entrepreneur's payment for leadership services.

The MNC chooses the levels of knowledge in each production plant zj , the level of upper-

level knowledge zh in headquarters, the number of production workers in each plant nj , and the

number of managers in headquarters nh that minimize the cost of producing qH units in the

home country plant and qF units in the foreign production plant, given by Eq. 5, subject to

the production constraint (Eq. 3) and the knowledge constraint (Eq. 2) for each plant j, and

the constraint on managers' time (Eq. 4).

When a �rm has only one production plant, cost minimization requires that plant-level

knowledge not overlap with upper-level knowledge. That is, zj = z̄ − zh � otherwise, the �rm

would be wasting resources. However, when the �rm has more than one production plant,

as in our case, asymmetries in country characteristics generate a knowledge overlap in one of

the production plants. This means that some of the �rm's knowledge held by headquarters

will also be known in one of the two production plants. Intuitively, the knowledge overlap

should occur in the country where holding duplicate knowledge is less costly. When choosing

the knowledge level of production workers, the �rm faces the following trade-o�. On the one

hand, the �rm must pay for production workers to learn this duplicate knowledge. On the other
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hand, more knowledgeable production workers require less communication time with managers

in headquarters, saving the �rm the cost of these managers' time. In other words, the marginal

cost of knowledge in production plant j is given by the cost of hiring teachers wjc, while its

marginal bene�t is given by the demand on managers' time multiplied by cost of managers

λθjHe
−λzhwH(1+ czh)5. We can then calculate the ratio of marginal cost to marginal bene�t of

production worker's knowledge in each country, wjc/[λθjHe
−λzhwH(1 + czh)]. Comparing the

marginal cost to marginal bene�t ratios for knowledge across countries, it is easy to see that

knowledge is less costly in the country where the ratio wj/θjH is the lowest. As stated earlier,

the foreign country has lower wages than the home country and cross-border communication is

more costly. Therefore, given that the cost of learning is the same in both countries,

wH
θHH

>
wF
θFH

(6)

which equivalent to the condition in Gumpert (2015)'s Section 2.2 divided by c. As shown in

Gumpert (2015), condition 6 implies that the knowledge constraint given in Eq. 2 only binds

in the home country (and is therefore slack in the foreign country),

zH = z̄ − zh < zF (7)

We interpret this overlap in upper-level knowledge in the foreign production plant as follows.

All knowledge above z̄− zh = zH constitutes upper-level knowledge. Given the communication

frictions between the two countries, it is more e�cient to allocate some individuals holding

upper-level knowledge to the foreign production plant so that some of the issues requiring

upper-level knowledge can be solved in site instead of communicating with headquarters. We

can divide the interval containing upper-level knowledge [zH , z̄] into two parts: the knowledge to

solve the more frequent upper-level problems, [zH , zF ], and the knowledge for the less frequent

upper-level problems, [zF , z̄]. The former will be solved locally, but the latter will still require

communication with headquarters. In order to do this, the MNC can either send workers from

headquarters to the foreign production plants or train some of the foreign workers in upper-level

knowledge. This is the part where our model slightly departs from Gumpert (2015).

Since this knowledge includes corporate culture and other entrepreneurial characteristics

of the home country, we can argue that it has a signi�cant tacit component. In order to be

properly trained to occupy an upper-level managerial position, a foreign worker would not only

need to learn the home country's language, but also its idiosyncrasy and corporate culture.

For this reason, we can argue that foreign workers have a signi�cantly higher cost of learning

5The demand on managers' time is calculated by taking the derivative of the right hand side of Eq. 4 with
respect to zj and multiplying it by the cost of hiring managers, wH(1 + czh).
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this upper-level knowledge so that sending expatriates is less costly. This is especially true for

Korean MNCs.

Substituting Eq. 3, Eq. 4 and Eq. 7 into Eq. 5 reduces the entrepreneur's cost minimization

problem to:

min
zF ,zh

qH
(1− e−λz̄)

wH (1 + c(z̄ − zh))︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost from home production plant

+
qF

(1− e−λz̄)
wF (1 + czF )︸ ︷︷ ︸

cost from foreign production plant

+
qHθHHe

−λ(z̄−zh) + qF θFHe
−λzF

(1− e−λz̄)
wH(1 + czh)︸ ︷︷ ︸

cost from headquarters

+ wH︸︷︷︸
entrepreneur's wage

(8)

The �rst term is the total cost arising from the home production plant. The second term

is the total cost arising from the foreign production plant given that it is optimal to send

expatriates. The third term is the cost arising from headquarters and the last term is the

entrepreneur's payment for leadership services. The �rst order conditions for minimizing Eq. 8

are given by taking derivatives with respect to zh and zF respectively, which yields:

− wHc
qH

(1− e−λz̄)
+ wH(1 + czh)λ

qHθHHe
−λ(z̄−zH)

(1− e−λz̄)

+ wHc
qHθHHe

−λ(z̄−zH) + qF θFHe
−λzF

(1− e−λz̄)
= 0

(9)

wF c
qF

(1− e−λz̄)
+ wH(1 + czh)λ

qF θFHe
−λzF

(1− e−λz̄)
= 0 (10)

Eq. 9 and 10 solve for zh and zF . All choice variables can be written in terms of zh and zF .

We are interested in generating predictions about the relationship between the number of

expatriates hired in the foreign production plant and other key variables that can be tested

using our data set. However, this model only distinguishes the total number of workers in each

plant nj . Let µ ∈ (0, 1) be the proportion of expatriated workers in the foreign production

plant, (i.e. µ = nexpats/nF ). The total number of workers in the foreign production plant can

be decomposed in the following way:

nF = µnF + (1− µ)nF
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In order to characterize the total number of expatriated workers in the foreign production

plant, we need to �nd an expression for µ that can be calculated using this model.

Recall that expatriates are in charge of solving problems that require knowledge level in

the interval [zH , zF ]. It is sensible to assume that, the higher the proportion of upper-level

knowledge zF − zH with respect to the total level of knowledge in the foreign production plant

zF , the �rm will need to expatriate more headquarters workers to the foreign plant to take care

of solving all these problems.6 In other words, the fraction of expatriates to total number of

workers in the foreign production plant is increasing in the proportion of problems that require

upper-level knowledge. Keeping the number of layers �xed, the total fraction of expatriates is

increasing in zF−zH
zF

.

Given that zH = z̄ − zh, we are interested in comparative statics results involving both zh

and zF . The key parameters that we observe in our data set are the total output in the foreign

production plant qF , and the communication costs between the home and the foreign country,

captured by θFH .

Gumpert's model predicts these relationships in accordance with Table 1.7 As we can see,

the total level of knowledge in the foreign production plant zF increases with the communication

costs between the home and foreign country. Since zh and, accordingly, zH are not a�ected by

increases in these communication costs, the fraction of expatriates µ increases with the commu-

nication costs between the home and foreign country. Intuitively, as communication between

the foreign production plant and headquarters becomes more costly, the foreign production

plant requires more time from managers in headquarters. Holding all else constant, the �rm

would rather send more expatriates with upper-level knowledge to handle more problems in the

foreign a�liate, reducing the need for communication with headquarters.

Next, we can observe that both zF and zh are decreasing and zH increasing in qF , which

makes µ decreasing in qF . The intuition for this is as follows: more production in the foreign

country generates more unsolved problems, imposing a higher demand for time to communicate

with headquarters. Convexity of the cost function requires the marginal cost of zh to increase

in zh even after accounting for its e�ect on zF . For this reason, it ends up being more e�cient

for the MNC to reallocate knowledge between the home plant and headquarters to reduce costs.

By increasing production workers' knowledge in the home production plant, the home plant's

demand on managers' time decreases and managers can devote more of their time to solve the

new problems arising in the foreign production plant. For this reason, the need for expatriates

in the foreign production plant decreases when it increases production.

6Even though only one expatriate would possess enough knowledge to solve all problems in that interval, an
expatriate's time is rival: an expatriate cannot communicate with two di�erent production workers at the same
time. Hence our assumption that the proportion of expatriates is increasing in the ratio (zF − zH)/zH .

7For the exact expressions and procedure, see the comparative statics section in Gumpert (2015).
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In sum, using Gumpert (2015)'s model of knowledge as a production factor, and using our

interpretation of expatriates as a source of tacit knowledge, we obtain the following testable

predictions:

1. Higher communication costs between the home country and the foreign country require

more expatriates in the foreign production plant.

2. Higher production in the foreign production plant requires fewer expatriates in the foreign

production plant.

3 Empirics

In Section 2, we related unobservable knowledge to observable employees, exploiting the

tacit nature of knowledge and the unique characteristics of Korean idiosyncrasy. In particular,

we linked the proportion of expatriated workers out of the total number of workers to the share

of knowledge overlap of the foreign a�liate (i.e. µ =
nexpats

nF
= zF−zH

zF
). In this section, we

examine our hypotheses using MNCs headquartered in South Korea.

3.1 Data

We draw on unpublished data from the South Korean Export-Import (EXIM) Bank. Since

2000, the EXIM Bank has been pursuing a benchmark survey of South Korean multinational

a�liates abroad. The EXIM Bank has included increasingly more �rms in the survey, starting

with about 100 parents and their 200 foreign a�liates in 2000 and ending with about 2,400

parents and 4,400 a�liates in 2011. Until 2006, the number of �rms and a�liates that are

consistently surveyed each year varies too much to make a panel analysis meaningful. For this

reason, we use data from 2007 to 2011. During this sample period, we were able to construct

a panel dataset based on the a�liate code. We concentrate on manufacturing a�liates that

report positive number of production workers because they have more complete data than other

sectors. In 2011, manufacturing takes 60%, 51%, and 84% of the data in terms of number of

foreign a�liates, their sales, and number of employment, respectively. Manufacturing includes

2,199 parents and 3,455 a�liates.8 The dataset provides the general information for the foreign

a�liates such as their location, two-digit level industry, sales, and employment numbers. After

dropping a�liates that do not report employee information, we are left with 1,716 parents and

2,453 foreign a�liates for our empirical analysis.9 In the process of merging with country level

8The survey reports representative a�liate data that are not exhaustive. For example, it does not include
the data of all foreign a�liates belonging to a parent �rm. At the same time, the information on the parent �rm
is limited. The only information we have is the arbitrary identi�cation code, so we cannot link each parent to
Korea Information System (KIS) value that contain general South Korean �rm information.

9About 1,000 a�liates do not report employee information.
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variables, we lose some observations because some countries do not report trade costs and the

variable on trust. In the end, we use 1,693 parents and 2,400 foreign a�liates for our empirical

analysis.

The distinctive feature of this data set is that it provides details of employee information. It

records the number of a�liate employees categorized by nationality (foreign or Korean) and by

the position they hold in the a�liate: Executive, Manager, Sales, or Production. We classify

employees in Executive and Manager positions as �managers�. Table 2 shows that about 85% of

South Koreans are active in management positions rather than in production/sales positions,

while about 85% of foreign workers are employed in production/sales positions as opposed to

management. Moreover, production work by South Koreans is negligible, as the share of South

Koreans is only 1% among all production/sales positions. This is a stark di�erence from the

signi�cant role of South Koreans in management positions, with about 29% of South Koreans.

The signi�cant portion of expatriated Korean workers in management positions suggests that

their role is problem solving rather than production. Because of the meaningful value and

signi�cant variation of the use of expatriates at a managerial position, we focus on managers

for our empirical analysis.10 Our unit of analysis is at the foreign a�liate level. Our variable of

interest is the ratio of expatriated managers with respect to the total number of managers (i.e.

the sum of expatriated and foreign managers) in the foreign a�liate. As a robustness check, we

will extend to not just managers, but also all workers and discuss the results.

If all managers regardless of their nationality were homogeneous, foreign a�liates should hire

managers from the host country, especially because expatriates are more expensive.11 However,

the data shows that this is not the case. Table 3 provides the mean value of Korean expatriates

share and other a�liate characteristics and breaks the data down according to regions in which

the a�liates are active. Overall, Korean expatriates take only about 4% of total employment.

When focusing on managerial positions, the share of Korean expatriates increases up to 29.2%.

Data also reveals that almost all foreign a�liates (95%) have at least one Korean person in a

management position. Not only foreign a�liates are hiring Korean expatriates, but the share

of Korean managers is particularly high.

The last two columns provide the number and share of a�liates that are active in each region.

The dominant majority of a�liates are located in Asia, particularly in China with 62% of the

total number of foreign a�liates in our sample. Indeed in recent years there has been a surge

10One can think of Executive as the highest layer, Manager as the second, and Sales or Production as the
bottom layer and may be interested in the use of expatriates in each layer. However, as indicated, the share
of Koreans in Sales/Production is only 1%. Also, only 0.7% of foreign employees are in Executive positions.
In order to conduct meaningful statistical analysis, we combined Executive and Manager together and focus on
management positions.

11Ghemawat (2007) documents that the average costs associated with expatriated workers are two or three
times as high as that of hiring foreign workers. In the case of Korea, Korean Ministry of Foreign A�airs reports the
signi�cant costs of expatriating Korean workers to the foreign host country (Rule of Overseas Service Allowance).
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of South Korean multinational activity in China. 23% is located in Asia excluding China; 10%

is in Vietnam, 2.7% in India, 2.7% in Indonesia, 2.2% in Thailand, and 1.3% in Malaysia. The

dominant presence of South Korean FDI in Asia is direct evidence of gravity in FDI because

Asian countries are close in distance and culture to South Korea, relative to other regions. At

the same time, the ratio of Korean workers out of total employment or that of Korean managers

out of total managers is lower in Asia relative to other regions, especially to the Americas. We

want to draw particular attention to Asia (excluding China) and Central and South America.

Since FDI in both regions is predominantly vertical and labor-intensive, it can be argued that

the main di�erence between them is the geographic and cultural distance from South Korea.

In particular, we want to argue that communication costs would be more severe for far-away

Americas, so that sending Korean workers would be more e�ective than costly communication.

Our �rst hypothesis links these communication costs and the use of expatriates and ques-

tions whether they are systematically correlated. The communication costs are proxied by the

geographic distance, working hours overlap, and the phone calling costs, following the litera-

ture (Gumpert (2015); Bahar (2013); Cristea (2015)). The distance is measured in km between

Seoul, South Korea and the capital city of the host country. Working hours overlap is computed

as max{10-|time di�erence in hours|, 0}. The phone calling costs are the phone rates charged

per minute. Another typical variable measuring the communication costs is linguistic proximity,

which captures di�culties in the direct communication between two individuals. In this paper,

we cannot use this variable because Korean is very unique, leading to no linguistic proximity to

any language. In fact, this would provide a stronger tendency for Korean MNCs to expatriate

Koreans rather than hiring foreign workers when they need intensive communication with the

foreign a�liate.

One may think the di�erence in the use of expatriates by regions re�ects the di�erence in

operations. For example, operations in Asia could be more labor intensive and those in Americas

more capital intensive, which might be why we see less expatriates in Asia than in Americas. To

make sure the region does not simply pick up the di�erences across sectors, we provide Table 4.

It shows that sectoral composition by regions in terms of the number of foreign a�liates is very

similar. Still, sectoral characteristics will be absorbed by sector �xed e�ects in the regression

analysis.

More serious concern could arise at the more disaggregate a�liate level. For example, one

may expect more expatriates for the foreign a�liate that is vertically linked to headquarters.

If the location and such linkages are systematically correlated, it generates the di�erence in the

use of expatriates by regions. It is also possible for the vertical linkages to be correlated with

other a�liate characteristics, so vertical linkages need to be controlled. While it is di�cult
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to �gure out the true relationship between each a�liate and headquarters, we partly resolve

this issue by controlling for the composition of foreign a�liate sales in the regression analysis.

We control for the ratio of exports back to headquarters out of total a�liates sales. The high

ratio would represent vertical type relationship while the low ratio horizontal type. The ratio

is expected to control for the linkages between a�liate and headquarters that may matter for

expatriation.

Table 5 provides the standard deviation, min, and max of key variables. Table 5 also reports

sectoral complexity, measured by R&D intensity obtained from The Survey of Research and

Development in Korea and Nonroutineness that we modi�ed from Costinot et al. (2011). We

will interact sectoral complexity with key variables to explore their possible heterogeneous

relationship with the use of expatriates.

By regression method, we want to purge other potential confounding factors that are related

with the use of expatriates. For example, the use of expatriates may vary by other country

characteristics than the communication costs. It is also possible that each headquarter has a

di�erent policy on human resource organization. Further, a�liate characteristics such as vertical

linkages with headquarters may in�uence expatriation and unobserved a�liate characteristics

such as a�liate culture could be correlated with internal organization. We will control for these

confounding factors using regression method.

3.2 Results and Discussion

We �rst investigate if the use of expatriates is systematically correlated with the di�culty

in communication. Our regression equation is :

yijct = β ∗ comc +X ′s+ dt + dj + uijct (11)

where i represents an a�liate, j sector, c country of location, and t year. As indicated, com-

munication costs (comc) is proxied by the geographic distance, working hours overlap, and the

phone calling costs. The dependent variable is the proportion of Korean expatriated managers

to total number of managers. Using this proportion has an advantage, as it removes from the

regression any other unobservable factors that a�ect human resources decision in the same way

irrespective of the country of origin. Sector characteristics are captured by sector �xed e�ect

(dj) and macroeconomic time e�ect is absorbed by year �xed e�ect (dt). Control variables, X
′s,

are to be discussed below.

Other country characteristics can a�ect the need for expatriates. For example, if a host

country is abundant in skilled labor, headquarters may be able to substitute expatriates with

foreign talents. Also, one might be concerned about our measure of communication costs
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picking up other country characteristics rather than communication. To avoid these concerns,

we control for the average level of education and trade costs between Korea and the host country

in the regression analysis. We additionally include per capita GDP to control for wages across

borders. GDP is also included to control for market size, which may also matter for the decision

on expatriates. We take average level of education from Barro and Lee (2013), and bilateral

trade costs between South Korea and partner countries are from World Bank. Per capita GDP

and GDP are taken from World Bank World Development Index.

Note that, while our regression analysis is similar to the empirical exercise part of Gumpert

(2015), there are two di�erences. Our analysis is at the a�liate level (as opposed to country

level) and, more importantly, our focus is on the transfer of workers from headquarters to foreign

a�liates (as opposed to having expatriates in the foreign a�liates and workers being trained in

the headquarters altogether). As we argued, due to the tacit nature of knowledge and Korean

idiosincrasy, it is hard for foreign workers to be properly trained at the headquarters, so it is

important to focus on the transfer of expatriates from headquarters to the foreign a�liate.

The use of expatriates could also be interpreted in an alternative framework. In particular,

Bloom et al. (2012) argue that monitoring of foreign a�liates is an important concern for MNCs

and �nd that higher levels of trust between home and host country increases decentralization of

MNCs. In our context, if expatriates are interpreted as a tool for monitoring purposes, foreign

a�liates located in countries with higher levels of trust should require fewer expatriates so that

decisions are decentralized to foreign workers. We will control for trust. We use the same trust

variable as Bloom et al. (2012), taken from World Values Survey (WVS).

The few nascent empirical literature on the �rm hierarchy considers trade liberalization,

market competition, skill and capital intensity, TFP growth, IT adoption, and market size

at the country or sector level as potential determinants for human resources(Rajan and Wulf

(2006); Garicano and Hubbard (2007); Guadalupe and Wulf (2010)). One should note that these

variables were suggested in the �rm's decision on human resources typically in the context of a

home �rm (e.g. the number of positions reporting to a CEO). As far as these variables a�ect

human resource decisions in the same way irrespective of the country of origin, our dependent

variable should not be a�ected. Still, the country level controls and sector �xed e�ects would

control for such possibilities that may matter for expatriation.

Note that our dataset is panel and that communication costs are time-constant at the country

level. Using the pooled dataset and allowing the serial correlation in the error terms at the

country level (i.e. standard errors are clustered at the country level), the panel random e�ects

model provides the relationship between expatriation and communication costs.

Table 6 reports the regression results of the use of expatriates on the communication costs.

Column (1) reports the results with the �xed e�ects for sectors and years only and column (2)-
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(6) with country level controls. Communication proxies are mostly signi�cant irrespective of

inclusion of controls. In particular, the �nding is robust to the inclusion of trust and trade costs.

When all three communication proxies are included in (5), signi�cance becomes weaker because

they are strongly correlated.12 They are jointly signi�cant, however, as the F − stat shows.
These results support our argument that Korean MNCs replace direct communication between

Korean headquarters and foreign a�liates through the expatriated Korean expatriates when

the communication costs are high. Country level controls are mostly not related to expatriates

in a signi�cant way.

One econometric issue needs to be pointed out. Note our dependent variable is a frac-

tional response variable that is bounded by 0 and 1. The usual linear estimation is likely to

produce predicted variables outside these bounds. Papke and Wooldridge (1996) introduce

quasi-maximum likelihood estimator (QMLE) to overcome those shortcomings for the cross-

sectional case and Papke and Wooldridge (2008) further extend this method to panel data case

and suggest the pooled Bernoulli QMLE. Column (6) reports the result based on QMLE. The

sign and signi�cance of the coe�cients are the same.

So far, we have been taking the location of a�liates as given. Now, we adjust the econometric

model to allow for locational decisions to be endogenous and explicitly model the extensive

margin. Human resource decisions are estimated jointly with a selection equation determining

entry in a particular foreign market. We consider the cases where a�liate activity is observed

plus those where the MNC end up not opening an a�liate in a particular country. Our analysis

employs the well-known two-step approach in Heckman (1976). Since selection is based on cross-

country variation and the proxies for communication costs are time-invariant, we transform our

panel dataset into being cross-sectional by taking the average value of variables over time. In

the �rst step, we run a probit to estimate the probability of the presence of a given MNC in a

given host country. From this we obtain the Mills ratio, which addresses the sample selection

problem. The total number of cases where a�liate activity is observed and not observed in

a particular country is 76,516. The exclusion variable is the World Bank's Cost of Starting a

Business, which is independent of the share of expatriates.

Table 7 shows the results. We �rst report the OLS results in columns (1)-(4) using trans-

formed cross-sectional data.13 Each proxy for communication costs produces the similar result

to Table 6 and statistical signi�cance becomes stronger. Columns (5)-(8) report the results

of Heckman approach. The exclusion variable enters with a negative sign, consistent with the

hypothesis that host countries in which there are higher �xed costs of starting a business are

less likely to attract multinational a�liates. Countries with high GDP are more likely to have

12The correlations of the distance with hours overlap and phone costs are -0.82 and 0.34, respectively.
13Because the variables are now time-average, this OLS result is the same as panel between e�ect estimator

(i.e. regression of ȳi on x̄i).
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inward FDI. Countries with low level of schooling and per cap GDP draw more FDI from South

Korea. This would be because of dominant share of Asian countries as Table 3 has shown.

Countries with low trade costs from/to South Korea have more FDI because low trade costs

are important factors for transferring goods between headquarters and foreign a�liates. In

addition, countries with high trust are more likely to host FDI. Regarding our variables of in-

terest, the coe�cients on the communications between OLS and Heckman approach are overall

comparable. While the signi�cant Mills ratio indicates that selection is an issue, the extensive

margin decision of MNCs does not drive the relationship between the use of expatriates and

communication costs.

As a robustness check, we examine whether the result holds when excluding China from the

sample. Table 3 has shown the dominant presence of China as the host country. One may

wonder whether the result changes signi�cantly by excluding China. Though not reported here,

the result remains strong, i.e. communication proxies are statistically signi�cant and robust to

trust, trade costs, and sample selection.14

Next, we evaluate whether the use of expatriates is systematically correlated with the scale

of a�liates. Our goal of this regression exercise is to investigate the correlation between the use

of expatriates and scale at the a�liate level while keeping other potential confounding factors

�xed as much as possible. For example, two foreign a�liates that di�er in terms of scale and

use of expatriates but are the same in other characteristics such as sharing the same parent,

location, and industry would allow us to examine the correlation. In this regard, we will use

panel �xed e�ects so that intra-a�liate variations are to be used. There are bene�ts of having

�xed e�ects as follows: First, a�liate �xed e�ect controls for any sector and host country

characteristics including communication costs. Second, the parent �rm characteristics can be

controlled. For example, the Korean conglomerates, Chaebols, that own many foreign a�liates

might have di�erent strategies on their human resources than small or medium sized MNCs.

The extent to which the parent characteristics a�ect the use of expatriates in the same way

over all its foreign a�liates can be controlled. Third, any unobserved time-invariant a�liate

characteristics such as a�liate speci�c culture that might matter for the use of expatriates can

be controlled.

Our regression equation is :

yit = xitβ + dt + di + uit...........(12)

where i represents each a�liate. As indicated, the variable of interest (xit) is the scale. The

scale is measured by either total number of workers or total sales.15 Unobserved time-invariant

14The results are available upon request.
15The results reported in this paper is based on total number of workers. Using sales produce the similar
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a�liate characteristics are captured by di. Macroeconomic time e�ect is absorbed by year

�xed e�ect (dt). We additionally control for the proportion of exports back to the parent

and the parent equity share. The exports back to the parent is expected to control for the

vertical linkages between the headquarters and foreign a�liate that may matter for the use of

expatriates. The equity share is to control for the strategic dependence. The wholly owned

a�liate may be more likely to be managed by expatriates than the partially owned a�liate

(Lee (2014); Belderbos and Heijltjes (2005)).

Table 8 reports regression results. Here, standard errors are clustered at the a�liate level

to allow for correlation within each a�liate. The results using the traditional �xed e�ects is

reported in column (1). The coe�cient on the a�liate scale is signi�cantly negative. As we

argued in Section 2, the expanding �rm can reduce the cost increase by adjusting the allocation

of knowledge. The knowledge level of home workers increases while that of foreign workers

decreases. This means that the managers at headquarters are now able to and have to answer

questions from the foreign workers, and therefore the need for expatriates decreases. The equity

share and the proportion of exports back to the parent turn out be insigni�cant. It is probably

because both variables are relatively time stable. Though not reported here, time-varying

country level variables are also controlled.

The negative coe�cient is consistent with the �nding of �attening �rms in the �rm hierarchy

literature, (i.e. the number of workers in the lower hierarchy relative to that in the higher

hierarchy increases with the a�liate scale) because one can argue that expatriates occupy a

higher hierarchy than foreign workers.

We control for the parent level characteristics in column (2). The parent �rm-level changes

such as CEO turnover and mergers might matter for expatriation. While the dataset does not

allow us to observe the parent �rm-level changes, the parent identi�cation code to which each

a�liate belongs is provided. Column (2) includes the parent-year �xed e�ects so that variations

across a�liates sharing the same parent �rm at a given year are exploited. The downside

is the signi�cant reduction of observations because it requires multiple a�liates sharing the

same parent at a given year, and a signi�cant number of observations are only one a�liate

per parent. The sample size is reduced into 1,013 a�liates of 343 parents. The coe�cient on

scale is still statistically signi�cant and its size increases. Column (2) con�rms that unobserved

headquarters characteristics do not drive our results.

At this point, one may be concerned whether the signi�cant link of scale with expatriation

undoes the impact of communication costs on expatriation that are reported in Table 6. In

order to investigate the relationship of expatriation with time-invariant communication costs

and time-varying scale altogether, we adopt the correlated random e�ect (CRE) approach. CRE

result in terms of sign and signi�cance.
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synthesizes the �xed e�ects and random e�ects approaches by allowing the a�liate �xed e�ect

to be correlated with the average level of a�liate controls. In terms of our estimation equation,

yijct = β ∗ comc +X ′s+dt +dj +xitγ+ x̄iξ+ vijct, where xit are the a�liate level variables and

the a�liate �xed e�ect is approximated by x̄i. The CRE approach provides a way to include

time-invariant variables in what is e�ectively a �xed e�ects analysis.16

CRE approach in column (3). The coe�cients on a�liate level variables are almost the

same as column (1) it should be. As for communication costs, they are jointly signi�cant as the

F − stat shows. Also, the coe�cients are similar to column (5) of Table 6. The extent to which

communication costs matter for the use of expatriation is the same irrespective of controlling

for the a�liate level characteristics. We additionally examine whether the year of establishment

of the a�liate matters for expatriation.17 The coe�cient is positive and signi�cant. The newly

established a�liates will need intensive communication with the headquarters than those that

were established a long time ago. In order to save on the communication costs, the newly

established a�liates would rely more on the expatriates. Including the parent-year �xed e�ects

in column (4) does not change the results. Finally, we consider nonlinearity of our dependent

variable in columns (5) and (6). Overall, the sign and signi�cance are similar to the previous

FE and CRE approaches.

If one takes the coe�cient of column (1), the e�ect of scale is -0.064.18 One percent increase

of the a�liate scale is associated with 0.064 decrease of the use of expatriates. Since the average

ratio of Korean managers out of total managers is 0.292, one percent increase of a�liate scale

decreases the ratio into 0.228. Our estimates suggest the a�liate characteristics a�ect human

resources in a signi�cant way.

So far, we have looked at the conditional correlation of the use of expatriates with commu-

nication costs and scale and interpreted it according to the knowledge hierarchy framework.

One may wonder if our empirical �ndings can be interpreted in a di�erent way. In particular,

the correlation of expatriates with communication costs can be interpreted as expatriates being

monitors because far-away foreign operation may need more monitoring. Also, the correlation

with the scale can be interpreted by a reverse causal relationship. For example, competition

causes a�liates to become �atter in order to survive and survivors prosper; the a�liates that

cut extra costs and eliminate ine�ciency by becoming �atter become larger; the large a�liates

change in scope as a�liates diversify into more businesses or focus on core products by be-

coming �atter. Though our empirical analysis is not intended to test the knowledge hierarchy

model or to construct causality, we want to check whether the knowledge hierarchy framework

16Refer to Wooldridge (2010) for details.
17The year of establishment cannot be entered separately in panel �xed e�ect approach because it is time-

invariant.
18The average partial e�ect of the scale in nonlinear model (column (5)) is -0.061.
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is consistent with our empirical �ndings.

In what follows, we interact our variables with sectoral complexity. It can be argued that the

extent to which knowledge can be reallocated between headquarters and its a�liates depends

on sectoral complexity. Especially for complex operations, certain knowledge is held by only a

few top managers at the headquarters. Moreover, the proportion of such knowledge increases

with sectoral complexity. That is, help is still needed from the headquarters in both home

and foreign plants especially in more complex sectors. In terms of model, while ∂ZF
∂θHF

> 0,
∂ZH
∂qF

> 0, and ∂ZF
∂qF

< 0, the impacts are weaker for complex sectors. In fact, Keller and

Yeaple (2013) show that inputs in complex sectors need to be produced at the headquarters

and exported to the foreign a�liates because the proportion of upper level knowledge is larger

and the knowledge is hard to be communicated in those sectors. In our context, the increase

in the knowledge overlap generated by higher communication costs is smaller in more complex

activities. Therefore, while the higher communication costs increase the use of expatriates, the

e�ect becomes weaker in more complex sectors. Similarly, the decrease in the knowledge overlap

generated by an expansion in the foreign a�liate becomes weaker in complex sectors because of

the continued need for help from the headquarters. Therefore, while the foreign a�liate scale

decreases the use of expatriates, the e�ect becomes weaker in more complex sectors.

The results on interactions with communication costs are reported in Table 9. The left

column group ((1)-(5)) is based on R&D intensity and the right group on Nonroutineness.

The regression equation is the same as that for Table 6 with inclusion of the interaction term

and country �xed e�ects. Note that country speci�c communication costs and sector speci�c

knowledge intensity are not entered separately because they are absorbed by the �xed e�ects

for country and sector. The coe�cients on the interactions are individually or jointly signi�cant

and have correct signs. Thus, while higher communication costs increase the use of expatriates,

this result is mitigated if the sector is more complex.

Finally, we report the results on interactions with the scale in Table 10. Again, the left col-

umn group ((1)-(3)) is based on R&D intensity and the right group ((4)-(6)) on Nonroutineness.

Under each group, di�erent estimators are used as the heading of each column represents. The

regression equation is the same as that for Table 8 with inclusion of the interaction term. The

interaction terms of scale and sectoral complexity is signi�cant and positive. While the scale

increase reduces the need for expatriates, they are still required in more complex sectors. Inter-

actions of communication costs and sectoral complexity is still similar to Table 9 irrespective

of inclusion of a�liate level variables while signi�cance becomes weaker when Nonroutineness

is used.

Our last exercise is a robustness check, extending all the above empirical exercises to not just

managers, but also all workers. We replace the dependent variable by the ratio of expatriated
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Korean workers out of total number of workers. Though not reported here, the results are

overall similar with two di�erences. First, the size of the coe�cients on communication proxies

is smaller. Second, when the communication proxies and scale are interacted with sectoral

complexity, the interaction terms are insigni�cant. Because tacit upper level knowledge is more

likely to be carried by managers rather than production workers, smaller e�ects are expected

for non-managerial workers.19

4 Concluding Remarks

The aim of this paper is to study the role of expatriation as a means for knowledge organiza-

tion for MNCs. The tacit nature of knowledge and the presence of communication costs suggest

that labor mobility plays a role in organizing knowledge across countries. We use a knowledge

hierarchies model focused on MNCs to obtain testable hypotheses and test these hypotheses

using foreign a�liates data from MNCs headquartered in South Korea. As predicted by the

model, our data shows that whenever the di�usion of knowledge through communication is di�-

cult, MNCs rely more on expatriates. Also, the proportion of expatriated workers is shown to be

systematically related with the scale of the foreign a�liate. As the foreign a�liate expands, the

use of expatriates decreases. Moreover, the extent to which the use of expatriates relates with

communication costs and scale is shown to depend on sectoral complexity. In general, studying

knowledge faces an empirical challenge because of its unobservable nature. In this paper, we

argue that, because of the tacit nature of knowledge and Korean idiosincrasy, unobservable

knowledge can be traced by observable labor mobility in MNCs headquartered in South Korea.

One might wonder about the generality of our empirical �ndings. Future research should

document whether or not a similar relationship between expatriation and MNC characteristics

is observed across di�erent countries. We would expect comparable results for countries such

as Japan (less open, uncommon second language), and weaker results for Canada or the United

States (more open, common second language). We want to emphasize, however, that our

primary interest in using expatriated Korean workers is to employ the unique feature of Korean

culture, ethnicity, and language to link to the hardship of communicating tacit knowledge.
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Table 1: Comparative statics
zh zH zF

qF - + -
θHF 0 0 +

Table 2: The role of Korean workers versus foreign workers
Managers Production/Sales Total

Korean 85.3% 14.7% 100%
Foreign 15.2% 84.8% 100%

Korean share 29.2% 1.3%

Table 3: Mean value of key variables by region
Year of

Koreanmanagers
L

Koreanmanagers
Managers ln(L) establishment # of a�liates Share

1. Average 0.038 0.292 4.918 2003 2400

2. By Region
China 0.034 0.276 4.962 2003 1531 0.624
Asia excluding China 0.036 0.313 5.017 2003 542 0.228
N. America 0.073 0.333 4.246 2001 138 0.056
C. and S. America 0.043 0.446 4.941 2004 51 0.021
Europe 0.039 0.271 4.798 2005 126 0.059
Middle East 0.061 0.307 4.374 2005 4 0.004
Africa 0.025 0.160 4.957 1997 4 0.004
Oceania 0.055 0.249 3.713 1997 4 0.004
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Table 4: Sector composition by region
Sector China Asia excluding China N.America C. and S. America Europe

Food products 0.032 0.041 0.036 0.020 0.021
Beverage 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000
Tobacco 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.014
Textile 0.041 0.077 0.029 0.137 0.000
Apparel 0.040 0.076 0.029 0.118 0.014
Leather, bag, footwear 0.020 0.041 0.000 0.000 0.007
Wood products 0.005 0.002 0.000 0.039 0.000
Pulp, paper products 0.007 0.009 0.007 0.000 0.000
Publishing, printing products 0.002 0.004 0.007 0.000 0.007
Coal, petroleum products 0.002 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000
Chemical products 0.078 0.087 0.116 0.039 0.069
Medicine, phamaceutical products 0.006 0.011 0.043 0.000 0.007
Rubber, plastic products 0.039 0.048 0.036 0.098 0.076
Non-metalic mineral products 0.025 0.024 0.022 0.000 0.014
Primary metal products 0.040 0.089 0.051 0.039 0.056
Fabricated metal products 0.064 0.059 0.036 0.157 0.056
Electronics 0.221 0.153 0.174 0.176 0.188
Medical, scienti�c products 0.024 0.018 0.036 0.000 0.014
Electrical machinery 0.047 0.052 0.072 0.059 0.035
Machinery 0.092 0.033 0.072 0.039 0.063
Vehicle 0.148 0.125 0.203 0.078 0.326
Other vehicle 0.014 0.004 0.007 0.000 0.007
Furniture 0.007 0.006 0.007 0.000 0.007
Other manufacturing 0.044 0.037 0.007 0.000 0.021

The pairwise correlation is high and signi�cant. For example, the correlation between China
and N. America is 90%.

Table 5: Summary Statistics
Variable Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
Koreanmanagers

Managers 0.292 0.278 0 1

ln(L) 4.922 1.164 1.099 7.640
ln(sales) 15.78 1.876 6.908 21.92
Year of establishment 2003 5.261 1968 2011
Proportion of exports to parent 0.226 0.346 0 1
Parent's equity share 91.00 20.47 0 100
ln(Distance) 7.477 0.885 6.862 9.819
Hours overlap 7.843 2.758 0 10
ln(Calling costs) 3.407 0.738 2.393 5.993
ln(per cap GDP) 9.191 0.614 7.678 11.43
ln(GDP) 29.23 1.456 23.84 30.37
Schooling 8.092 1.724 4.57 13.18
Trade costs 65.169 24.464 35.112 312.91
Trust 0.493 0.176 0.028 0.661
R&D intensity 3.185 2.202 0.410 9.010
Nonroutineness 0.557 0.055 0.452 0.660
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Table 6: Regression of expatriation on communication costs
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
RE QMLE

ln(Distance) 0.029*** 0.039** -0.012 -0.082
(0.006) (0.019) (0.026) (0.088)

Hours overlap -0.013*** -0.014* -0.060***
(0.004) (0.007) (0.021)

ln(Calling costs) 0.021 0.014 0.033
(0.020) (0.016) (0.045)

ln(GDP) -0.000 -0.007 0.008 -0.002 -0.012
(0.008) (0.008) (0.010) (0.011) (0.029)

Schooling -0.002 -0.009 0.001 -0.011 -0.032
(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.028)

ln(per cap GDP) -0.018 -0.011 -0.003 -0.000 -0.017
(0.030) (0.027) (0.029) (0.029) (0.069)

Trade costs 0.000 -0.000 0.001* 0.000 -0.001
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001)

Trust 0.037 -0.042 -0.087 -0.076 -0.352
(0.092) (0.067) (0.064) (0.102) (0.325)

F-stat (p-value) 0.002 0.000
Observations 6,160 6,160 6,160 6,160 6,160 6,160
Number of sub 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400

* signi�cant at 10%, ** signi�cant at 5%, *** signi�cant at 1%. Standard errors in the parenthesis are clustered at a country level.
The dependent variable is the ratio of Korean managers out of the sum of Korean and foreign managers. Regression includes the �xed
e�ects for sectors and years.
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Table 7: Regression of expatriation on communication costs with selection controlled
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
OLS Heckman second stage

ln(Distance) 0.039** -0.019 0.020 -0.223**
(0.020) (0.029) (0.021) (0.096)

Hours overlap -0.014*** -0.015** -0.019*** -0.066***
(0.004) (0.007) (0.005) (0.024)

ln(Calling costs) 0.042*** 0.030* 0.047*** 0.038**
(0.016) (0.017) (0.016) (0.016)

Selection equation
ln(Distance) -0.217*** -0.918***

(0.024) (0.046)
Hours overlap -0.016*** -0.198***

(0.006) (0.011)
ln(Calling costs) 0.005 0.026

(0.022) (0.021)
ln(GDP) 0.327*** 0.322*** 0.336*** 0.203***

(0.011) (0.012) (0.013) (0.014)
Schooling -0.050*** -0.088*** -0.076*** -0.103***

(0.014) (0.014) (0.013) (0.013)
ln(per cap GDP) -0.466*** -0.496*** -0.498*** -0.380***

(0.036) (0.036) (0.036) (0.035)
Trade costs -0.012*** -0.017*** -0.016*** -0.015***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Trust 1.259*** 1.588*** 1.537*** 0.714***

(0.103) (0.098) (0.099) (0.110)
Cost of starting business -0.011*** -0.011*** -0.011*** -0.003***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
λ 0.152** 0.168** 0.134** 0.313**

(0.070) (0.069) (0.065) (0.141)
F-stat (p-value) 0.003 0.000
Observations 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 76,516 76,516 76,516 76,516

* signi�cant at 10%, ** signi�cant at 5%, *** signi�cant at 1%. The dependent variable is the ratio of expatriated managers out of the
total number of managers.
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Table 8: Regression of expatriation on a�liate level variables
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
FE CRE QMLE

ln(Scale) -0.064*** -0.109*** -0.063*** -0.104*** -0.192*** -0.413***
(0.013) (0.021) (0.012) (0.022) (0.037) (0.061)

Parent equity share 0.000 -0.001 0.000 -0.001 0.001 -0.002
(0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.004)

Proportion of exports back to parent -0.008 -0.062 -0.007 -0.064 -0.018 -0.275**
(0.022) (0.042) (0.022) (0.044) (0.066) (0.137)

Year of establishment 0.002** 0.002* 0.009** 0.014***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)

ln(Distance) -0.012 0.031 -0.067 0.163
(0.032) (0.034) (0.104) (0.111)

Hours overlap -0.012* -0.005 -0.047** -0.018
(0.007) (0.008) (0.021) (0.024)

ln(Calling costs) 0.017 -0.011 0.063 -0.053
(0.015) (0.015) (0.048) (0.048)

F-stat (p-value) 0.009 0.006 0.088 0.030
A�liate �xed e�ects Yes Yes No No No No
Parent-year �xed e�ects No Yes No Yes No Yes
Observations 6,160 2,609 6,160 2,609 6,160 2,609
Number of a�liates 2,400 1,013 2,400 1,013 2,400 1,013

* signi�cant at 10%, ** signi�cant at 5%, *** signi�cant at 1%. Standard errors in the parenthesis are clustered at an a�liate level. The
dependent variable is the ratio of Korean managers out of the sum of Korean and foreign managers. Country level variables and year
�xed e�ects are included. In columns (1) and (2), a�liate �xed e�ects absorb any a�liate speci�c time-invariant variables. Column
(3)-(6) include the average of time varying a�liate variables.
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Table 9: Interactions of communication costs and sectoral complexity
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
RE RE RE RE QMLE RE RE RE RE QMLE
R&D intensity Nonroutineness

ln(Distance)*Complexity -0.009*** 0.001 -0.006 -0.257* 0.129 0.170
(0.003) (0.007) (0.018) (0.142) (0.185) (0.650)

Hours overlap*Complexity 0.003*** 0.003 0.005 0.109*** 0.145** 0.271
(0.001) (0.002) (0.005) (0.034) (0.061) (0.187)

ln(Calling costs)*Complexity -0.006*** -0.007** -0.028*** -0.053 -0.144 -0.630
(0.002) (0.004) (0.010) (0.103) (0.132) (0.425)

F-stat (p-value) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005
Observations 6,160 6,160 6,160 6,160 6,160 6,145 6,145 6,145 6,145 6,145
Number of sub 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,394 2,394 2,394 2,394 2,400

* signi�cant at 10%, ** signi�cant at 5%, *** signi�cant at 1%. Standard errors in the parenthesis are clustered a country level. The
dependent variable is the ratio of Korean managers out of the sum of Korean and foreign managers. Sectoral complexity is measured by
the ratio of R&D to output (column (1)-(5)) and Nonroutineness (column (6)-(10)). Regression includes the �xed e�ects for countries
and sectors, so country speci�c communication costs and sector speci�c knowledge intensity are not entered separately.
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Table 10: Interactions of a�liate scale and sectoral complexity
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
FE CRE QMLE FE CRE QMLE
R&D intensity Nonroutineness

ln(Scale) -0.109*** -0.110*** -0.338*** -0.315** -0.316** -0.915**
(0.022) (0.023) (0.069) (0.131) (0.132) (0.401)

ln(Scale)*Complexity 0.015*** 0.015*** 0.046*** 0.453* 0.456* 1.302*
(0.006) (0.006) (0.017) (0.233) (0.235) (0.713)

ln(Distance)*Complexity -0.004 -0.019 0.004 -0.191
(0.007) (0.019) (0.290) (0.879)

Hours overlap*Complexity 0.001 -0.000 0.095 0.153
(0.002) (0.006) (0.089) (0.274)

ln(Calling costs)*Complexity -0.005 -0.020 -0.137 -0.565
(0.004) (0.013) (0.200) (0.585)

F-stat (p-value) 0.014 0.016 0.137 0.203
Observations 6,160 6,160 6,160 6,145 6,145 6,145
Number of sub 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,394 2,394 2,394

* signi�cant at 10%, ** signi�cant at 5%, *** signi�cant at 1%. Standard errors in the parenthesis are clustered at an a�liate level. The
dependent variable is the ratio of Korean managers out of the sum of Korean and foreign managers. Sectoral complexity is measured
by the ratio of R&D to output (column (1)-(3)) and Nonroutineness (column (4)-(6)). In columns (1) and (4), a�liate �xed e�ects
absorb any a�liate speci�c time-invariant variables. Columns (2), (3), (5), and (6) includes the �xed e�ects for countries and sectors,
so country speci�c communication costs and sector speci�c knowledge intensity are not entered separately. The average of time varying
a�liate variables are included in columns (2), (3), (5), and (6).
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